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PRO EDU
LAYER MASK MAG
Thanks for downloading LAYER! It’s my hope that this
publication can explore the anatomy of an image
and the artists’ who created them. 

Often times I find myself wanting to see an artist’ PSD
and see what steps they took to get there. What 
organization did they have? How did they label their
files? What methods and in what order did they
execute them in? LAYER will explore this.

As visual artists, we are curious. We want to know how.
More importantly we need to know WHY other artists
are working the way they are. Welcome to LAYER!

This magazine features one artist every issue so we 
can see behind the curtain into their process. I hope you
find value in what these artists share. If you can, make 
sure to go give their social media handles a like and thank
them for sharing their process!

Cheers,

Gary Martin
Founder PRO EDU
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“...my work is always about ensuring a 
progressive aesthetic to any given campaign, 
with my results always standing out for the 
right reasons.”

JAKE
HICKS

BIO
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Having been a freelance photographer for over a decade, I have been
fortunate enough to be involved with some very varied and influential
clients. They have chosen me to represent their companies image and
ideals because my work is always about ensuring a progressive
aesthetic to any given campaign, with my results still standing out for
the right reasons.

I pride myself on specializing in keeping the skill in the camera, not
just on the screen.

Being technically very proficient, and with a strong background in the
pre-digital era of photography, my ability to capture dynamic visuals
‘in-camera’ without the need to rely on heavy post-production and
photo manipulation has always made me far more adaptable on shoot
day. It is for this reason that I have been the preferred choice for those
clients who want to remain part of the creative process from start to
finish.

That being said, when a job requires efficiency/trust to ensure a shoot
can be completed quickly, being extremely proficient in all modern
imaging software is a must, enabling me to remain dynamic and
flexible to any last-minute changes.

I am also fortunate enough to be able to regularly run my workshops
on lighting and post-production all over the world. They always sell
out quickly and are very well received by those who are interested in
finding out more about how I work and how I achieve my vibrant
colored lighting effects.

No matter how varied the role, the project outcome is always the
same; a collection of bespoke pieces that have depth and intrigue, and
above all, a dynamic style that is pushing a client’s needs beyond their
expectations.
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How did you know what kind of photography you 

wanted to get into, and how did you land yourself in such 

an exciting career? 

I think all of us have the capacity for art, but we only realize it 
once we begin to play with it and test out a variety of ideas. I 
started with a background in more traditional art and learned 
how to see and read light with charcoal, paints, and other 
mediums. I believe this foundational learning of being taught 
how to perceive and interpret light and shadow was vital, and I 
still use those same artist skills today. 

My photography started like many others. I began photographing 
everything in front of me, from friends skateboarding to family 
to landscapes, but over time I slowly developed a preference for 
working with others and shooting people. This preference again 
grew over time to where it is today and my love of creating 
dynamic lighting with the human form and fashion. This style 
of shooting is definitely what I love right now. As with any 
passion that you eat, sleep, and breathe, you eventually begin to 
make money from it. Sure, it’s certainly exciting, but it’s far from 
easy to monetize a passion. 

How would you describe your photography style? 

This is something I get asked a lot, and although I am certainly 
aware that my work has a definitive look, it’s not something I 
consciously do. If I had to explain my work to someone that had 
never seen it, though, I’d have to say that it’s incredibly colorful 
and bright. It’s known for being dynamic and bold as although 
the lighting in my work stands out, I try to say something 
with the subjects in my pieces too. The vast majority of my 
work contains the female form, and they are often portrayed 
as very dominant or powerful figures in my work. Many of 
my images are taken from a lower position so that the viewer 
is always looking up at them, and if the subject is looking to 
camera, they’ll often be looking down at the viewer. Match 
this with dynamic posing that involves a lot of angled limbs, 
and the subject becomes a dominant focus in the shots, and my 
subject’s need to be a dominant focus to stand out against my 
crazy colored lighting. 

Whose work has influenced you most? 

Again, I feel like this is something that always gets asked of every 
photographer or artist and it’s like asking what your favorite 
color is at this point. For many years I would feel obliged to 
cough up a few names of famous photographers as ‘inspirational’ 

Q&AQ&A
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that people could nod approvingly at, but the reality is that 
I’ve never been one to follow the latest trends or ‘big names’.

There’s nothing wrong with citing other photographers as 
your inspiration of course, but for me, my inspiration has 
nearly always come from outside of the photographic world. 
I also found that this enabled me to be happier with my own 
work. I was never trying to compare myself to others and I 
also believe this helped me to make my own mistakes, learn 
from them and most importantly adapt and develop those 
mistakes into something new. The pressure many young 
photographers put on themselves today to ‘nail’ the perfect 
shot straight out of the gate can stifle the creative process. 
Never be afraid to try something new and never be afraid 
to fail. 

But for the record, Nick Knight is clearly the greatest 
photographer to have ever lived. 

Exactly what it is you want to say with your 

photographs, and how do you get your photographs to 

do that? 

I touched on this a little when speaking about my 

photographic style earlier, and although the final look of a 
shot can be swayed by the clients input, you can’t help but 
imprint your own vision on your photography. You should 
never shy away from this either, as ultimately that is what 
the client is paying you for; your unique vision. 

Color is clearly a huge factor in my work and I really do 
have an issue with black and white images as a result. Don’t 
get me wrong, some images really do benefit from being in 
black and white, but they are rare. I think Ansel Adams is an 
excellent example of what great black and white photographs 
should look like and there is no question his work looks 
better without color. For the rest of us though, color is an 
incredibly powerful tool in imagery and I think the vast 
majority will never fully realize it in their work. I personally 
do my best to attempt to direct a viewer around an image 
with my use of abstract color. The real trick though, is to do 
this without the viewer consciously knowing it. 

What is the most rewarding part of being a 

photographer for you? 

Not having to work in an office. But seriously, this is a major 
thing for me. I simply don’t know how to do anything else. 



What worked for me 20 years ago, probably won’t work for 
you now, but there are always going to be keys to success 
Photography has been such an intrinsic that are borderline 
timeless. 

Firstly, I think you need to sit down and really think what 
‘success’ means to you personally. Is it making loads of 
money? Is it getting 250,000 Instagram followers? Is it 
getting your photos in the Guggenheim? There is no wrong 
answer here, but the path to get there is ultimately vastly 
different. Of course there is another option and that’s simply 
a passion to take better photos. Thankfully the latter option is 
surprisingly the easiest in todays photography world. There 
is no end of people willing to help you achieve that goal and 
there are thousands of free online videos and tutorials to get 
you there too. 

There is also one thing that all of these paths have in common 
though, and that’s hard work and time. Put the time in and 
success is practically guaranteed.

part of my life for so long, that it’s hard to consider what’s 
best about it when I’m passionate about the whole process. 

There are times when I put together a new lighting setup 
and everything just works together. Taking that first shot 
and knowing that this is all going to be gold is such a great 
feeling. If I ever lose that feeling or that ‘high’, then I guess 
I’ll need to find something else, but in reality I think I’ll know 
deep down that I just need try harder next time. 

I also really love working with teams of other very talented 
creatives. Being on set with other people at the top of their 
game is a great feeling and there is this vibe that you all know 
you’re about to create something unique. This is probably 
the best feeling for me and it’s one that I know I can’t create 
on my own. 

What’s your advice for someone who wants to do 

what you do? 

This is a tricky one to answer. The reason I say that is 
because our industry is evolving at such a fast pace right 
now, any advice I give today is almost obsolete tomorrow. 
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This was a job for British latex designer Elissa Poppy. Her 
brand and products were a perfect fit for my photography 
and this was ultimately one of my favorite shoots of 
all time due to the freedom I had to photograph these 
products. Long time followers of my work will know that 
many of my images showcase a lot of color on shiny skin. 
This shoot was no different as not only did the designers 
shiny latex allow for a lot of color to be involved on the 
pieces, but they also left room for the color to wash over 
the exposed skin too. 

Prepping the lighting design for the shoot involved 
looking at location images online. We did not visit the 
site prior to shoot day and for me, this is fairly typical so 
wasn’t too much of an issue. Thankfully the location had 
plenty of pictures online for us to look at, but experience 
has taught me to never rely on those too heavily. You have 
no idea how old those pictures are and I’ve had different 
colored walls on arrival, vastly different props and even 
whole walls missing from the original location photos. 
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For my style of work and lighting, I always look at open 
planes of space that I can color with light. That may be 
as simple as a white wall, or it may be the side of that 
gymnastics vaulting box like we see here. These are all 
areas that I anticipate casting colored gels onto, but the 
other aspect I’m always conscious of is creating contrast 
in a scene. If I threw a gel here, can I cast a gel behind 
it or around it to make it stand out? In the recce shots, 
we had access to before arrival, and we could only see 
the interior of the location. For many of my location 
setups, I like to place lights outside and shine them into 
the space. Due to all the windows here being frosted, we 
had no way of knowing if there was space outside to place 
lights to shine in. Was it a busy road just outside? How 
safe would the lights be? Is it sheltered, and would they 
get blown away? These variables are vast, but they are 
often the same variables for all shoots, so you simply plan 
accordingly and remain adaptable on the day of the shoot. 
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Thankfully, once we arrived, we could see that some of 
the windows would allow us to mount lights outside, and 
in this shot, I have my largest softbox placed outside with 
a pink gel inside it. The light essentially bathed the entire 
room inside in pink light, and we could then work with 
other lights to contrast that light with our subject and 
surroundings. 

Setting up the lights inside involved one gridded white 
beauty dish on the model to camera right (which is 
actually in shot in the raw file). Plus, another large softbox 
to camera left with a blue gel attached. We had room to 
bring the beauty dish further back and out of frame, but 
in doing so, we would also increase the amount of white 
light spreading around the scene, and that would have, 
in turn, ruined the gelled lighting effect. This is not a 
problem white-light shooters have, but gels are sadly not 
quite as easy to work with, and a little extra care is needed 
when using white light in conjunction with gels. As you 
can see here, I’ve mostly filled in the shadows cast by the 
pink gel with my blue light. Then the white light is placed 
in such a way that it eats into the colored light enough 
to add that extra highlight and dimension on the model. 

Issues I ran into that I was unhappy with, was the very 
bright highlight across the face of the vault box. To get 
the room pink enough, I had to turn the power of that 
outside light up pretty high. As a result, the highlight on 
the box became more prominent, and I decided to tone it 
down as much as I could in post. 

Another area that I worked on in post was the modelto- 
background separation. It may not be immediately 
apparent here, but I’m using a subtle haze in this shot. 
In this frame, the haze had dissipated from the scene, but 
seeing as I liked the pose, I decided to add some fake haze 
in Photoshop to keep the same look and feel in this shot as 
some other shots in this set. Placing a layer of subtle white 
behind the model in post adds a sense of depth and makes 
the model more prominent in the shot. 

It’s also worth noting that this shot is one of the very few 
images that turned out precisely as I had sketched it in 
my recce images before arriving. Ultimately I was thrilled 
with this entire shoot, and it remains one of my favorites 
in my portfolio today.
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BREAKING INTO 
PHOTOSHOP
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I always prefer to do any major heavy-lifting colorwise 
in Lightroom as in here, the raw file has the most color 
data. This file is then always exported at the same size 
each time to maximize the efficiency when in Photoshop 
from file to file.
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Once in Photoshop, I always duplicate that 
background layer and work on that. It’s not 
only good to keep a fresh, untouched layer to 
see how far you’ve come, but it’s also good 
to look at that untouched layer to check you 
haven’t gone too far. I’ve often worked on 
an image and realised that I’ve strayed too 
far from the original vision and that base 
layer keeps me in check. I usually start by 
reshaping some areas that need and removing 
blemishes.
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Once all the basic pimple removal is done, I move onto a 50% grey 
layer to do my dodge and burn retouch. This section is probably one of 
the longest parts of the retouch and in my opinion one of the hardest. 
The reason for that is that it requires a little skill and understanding 
of light and form to do this effectively. Every other step in the process 
can pretty much be run via an action, but this one can’t.

With our D&B retouch done, our skin is already looking excellent, so 
now it’s time to run my skin smoothing process. I personally don’t use 
or like the frequency separation method and I opt for my own method 
as I prefer the effect on the skin. This is purely personal preference 
though as I know many still use FS.
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With the local adjustments of the image now done like skin and 
background cleanup, it’s now time to move onto more global 
adjustments like dodge and burn. I opt for a simple masked tone curve 
method as it allows for an easy roll-back of overdone areas if needed.
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Next is the sharpening and here I opt for a three stage sharpening 
technique involving the high-pass filter and desaturated layer 
duplicates.
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Lastly I move on to the final color toning stage and this is to 
simply tighten up the final image. With so many previous 
stages in the retouch, individual colors can shift so this final 
color tone brings them all back together.
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As with any job, the final export is dependent 
on the job. If it’s a hair client then they often 
still want print. If it’s a movie poster then 
they often want the full-res unflattened psd… 
if they even want my post-pro input at all. 

Photoshop is in an awkward place right now. 
They dare not remove any old features, yet 
they still have to keep adding new ones. As a 
result, Photoshop can be a terrifying prospect 
to newcomers. If you’re starting out then my 
advice is to search a Photoshop 101 course or 
tutorial. They will outline the bare minimum 
and you can learn and grow in a specific 
direction from there.
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Coming soon in the next issue... KATE WOODMAN


